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Gold bulls take charge

Gold bulls take charge
Gold has broken its six-week long shackle and is now on its
way to touching the $700 mark, slowly and stealthily. Even
during the last week when it went up almost everyday just
to come down later, it ultimately managed to gain almost
$14. The final score for the weekly close, just for the recap,
was $684.30 for gold and $14.01 an ounce for silver.

Since slow and steady have always won the race, it seems
gold will not have much problem in conquering the $700
summit. The support systems are all in place; the euro is
smiling at the helpless dollar from glorious heights, crude is
holding itself smartly over $64 level, and last but not the
least, even the stock markets are staging a come-back.
During the past half a dozen sessions the emerging markets
have scored positive gains and have enthused investors to
levels of overconfidence.

The real ballast to gold is being provided by the greenback,
which seems to be falling in a bottomless pit. On Wednesday
the US Dollar went through another crisis in the wake of
China's trade surplus growing from $23.3 billion to $46.4
billion. In a move that can be termed as an angry cat
scratching the street pole, the US trade officials filed two
cases against China before the World Trade Organization,
charging that Beijing has failed to crack down on copyright
violations on a wide range of products and maintaining
barriers to trade in books, music, videos and movies. While
it is true that China is guilty on all those counts, the timing
of the move makes American exercise look jocular, indeed
childish.

The US Dollar is in real mess because its managers don't
even know what they want. They are accusing China of being
guilty of keeping its yuan undervalued to the dollar and thus
helping increase the US trade deficit, but the fact remains
that an undervalued yuan is in fact helping the Americans
to continue with their wasteful ways, at least till such time
when things go really out of hands. If the yuan were to
appreciate, according to the wishes of US money managers,
almost three fourth of the stuff sold in Wal Mart stores in
the USA would become expensive, and thus force the US
consumers to cut down on their wayward consumption. Such
a phenomenon would not only spread gloom among the
population, but also hurt the US economy, for 70% of the US
economy is dependent on consumers.
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Coming to the events likely to unfold today, one thing can be
said that bullishness in gold will be intact. (In fact this is
already happening, with gold smartly up at $687.00 at
8.30am.) With the euro and crude both occupying front seats
and with the dollar index down at a pitiable 81.81, the show
is bound to be pro-bulls. There may be a sudden spurt in
gold price, for Akshaya Tritiya is just around the corner, and
some physical buying which was waiting on the sidelines may
just materialise, thereby sending the price up on a rocket.
All in all, a day for the gold bulls to rejoice.

Copper: Seen gaining
The possibility of supply disruption at Freeport McMoRan's
Grasberg copper-gold mine in Indonesia, a dip in inventories
at COMEX, LME and Shanghai warehouses, and Xstrata Plc
declaring a force majeure on shipments at Argentinean
Alumbrera copper-gold mine supported the prices against
the possible correction on Friday and the metal closed with a
gain of $15 at $7,705 on LME. On COMEX it closed at 3.5360
cents a pound with a gain of 3.40 cents a pound. LME stock
data was supportive as the net outflow was 250 tonne with
fresh cancellations at 1,400 tonne which kept the canceled
ratio steady above 8%.

US data released on April 13th showed that the US trade
deficit narrowed unexpectedly in February to $58.4 billion
on the back of falling crude oil imports and average imported
oil prices running the lowest since December 2005.This time
inflation reading was better than the forecast as the closely
watched core PP (excluding food and energy) showed no
increase in prices. However University of Michigan's
consumer sentiments reading came lower than expected
which saw both the metals and US equity indices dipping
lower briefly before they recovered.

This morning copper is sharply up on the possibility of supply
disruptions and China's copper imports. The General
Administration of Customs (China) said on Monday that the
nation's copper concentrate imports in March were at 310,000
tonne while the the country's copper concentrate imports in
the first three month totaled 1.04 million tonne, up 16% from
a year earlier. No data has been provided for year-on-year
change for the single month. LME copper three-month forward
has hit the high of $7,900 this morning. Latest CFTC data
(effective April 10, 2007) shows that the non-commercial
speculators on COMEX have pared net shorts by 2,950 lots,
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thus reducing the bets on the price fall. However there are
net shorts with 22,378 lots against longs of 12,289
contracts. The data indicates a possibility that above $8,000
it could lead to furious short covering. Overall, the
sentiments are quite positive and strong US data and LME
stock data could see copper moving above $8,000 (strong
psychological resistance) soon.

Nickel: High prices pressurising the metal
On April 13, nickel surged above $48,000 on a draw of 84
tonne in LME warehouses but it erased most of its gains to
end only $100 higher to close at $46,500 on the LME.
However no significant headway was witnessed on the
downside as the intra-day low recorded at $45,500, which
is only $200 lower than the low made on April 12, 20o7.
Despite a draw, the canceled ratio is almost steady above
36% and the inventory situation remains tight which should
support this counter, more so, as the metal is almost $3,500
down from its peak attained only a few days back. The
cash-to-three-month spread has tightened by $225 to
$2375(b). Good stock report and strong copper could help
the metal advance.

Aluminium: Slightly down
The metal has been punished for not being able to break
out of its eight-month range. It settled at $2,830 with a
loss of $5. LME stocks are showing a gentle downtrend.
LME warehouses recorded a net outflow of 1,325 tonne while
weekly Shanghai warehouse showed a draw of 2,744 tonne.
The metal is depending a lot on the red metal, which should
continue to support it. Initial support can be pegged at
$2,800 while resistance would come in $2,900-$2,930 zone.

Zinc: Down on weekend profit booking
The metal settled $30 lower on weekend profit booking but
remained well above its support zone of $3,400-$3,430 as
the intra-day low was recorded as $3,460 only. LME stocks
dipped by 600 tonne and it seems that the uptrend in LME
stocks (mainly due to a rise Asian stocks) is slowly giving
way to downtrend. The cancelled ratio improved marginally
from 10.08% from 11.69%. The cash-to-three-month spread
has eased by $10 and is running at $12.50(c) presently.
Overall, the metal is firm on both technical and fundamental
grounds and has a lot of catching up to do with nickel and
copper as such with $3,700 as the main resistance.

Soybean: Low stocks, product prices give a push
Soy bean prices are likely to remain strong in the coming
days on the back of good demand and firm product prices.
The strong bullishness in soy oil prices is a very strong
support. Consistent demand from millers on the back of
dwindling supply will drive up soy bean prices in the coming
days. Soy bean arrivals are shrinking towards the end of
the season, which has created shortage of seeds.

Soy oil: International cues nullify duty cut impact
Despite a duty cut of 10% on palm oil and its derivatives,
the soy oil prices displayed a minor initial weakness on
Saturday and ended with some handsome gains. We did
not see any major downfall. This was expected as palm oil
prices and CBOT soy oil futures have been on a very bullish
trajectory, but the markets have completely ignored the
cuts.  Duty cuts were the only downside risk, which failed
to materialise on Saturday. This gives out a very positive
signal to the domestic soy oil prices, which should remain
on an uptrend.

Mustard: Strong
Mustard seed prices are expected to remain strong due to
lower production estimated and very strong soy oil prices.
The rains in the middle of March have inflicted some
damage to the crop. However, the exact extent of damage
is still uncertain.  This could create some confusion as
regards to the final output figures for the season.

Guar seed: May fundamental targets achieve
Our fundamental call target Rs2,150 per quintal for the
May guar seed has been achieved. However, due to robust
export demand the counter could still see some more upside
in the short term. Traders, in the spot markets, too have
been reluctant to sell their stock in huge volumes as they
expect prices to rise.

Pepper: Weak
Due to sharp escalation in pepper prices, overseas buyers
started staying on the sidelines, leading to a slowdown in
prices. Spot prices have doubled from a year ago and some
growers have found the current price attractive to sell. In
addition to the lack of buying the move by Forward Markets
Commission to direct national commodity exchanges to
impose a heavy exposure margin on all running and to be
launched contracts of pepper has added to the bearishness.


